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Welcome to our eleventh quiz with 20 random multiple choice
general knowledge and trivia quiz questions ....... now hop to it !
Name / Team: _________________________________

Question 1: How much taller can an astronaut become when they are in space ?
(a) 1 centimetre (b) 3 centimetres (c) 5 centimetres
Question 2: Which country lies on the northern edge of France ?
(a) Belgium (b) Poland (c) Sweden
Question 3: What is the name of Homer Simpson's father ?
(a) Albert (b) Abraham (c) Aiden
Question 4: Which country won the 2010 Eurovision Song Contest ?
(a) Russia (b) Germany (c) Norway
Question 5: When partially digested food leaves the stomach it next enters the ....... ?
(a) Large intestine (b) Pancreas (c) Small intestine
Question 6: Which is believed to be the saltiest ocean ?
(a) the Pacific Ocean (b) the Indian Ocean (c) the Atlantic Ocean
Question 7: Which author wrote the famous fictional story 'The Jungle Book' ?
(a) Rudyard Kipling (b) Lewis Carroll (c) A.A. Milne
Question 8: Where are the rock band Snow Patrol from ?
(a) Northern Ireland (b) Southern Ireland (c) Wales
Question 9: The word penultimate describes something which is .....?
(a) The very last (b) The one before last (c) The second before last
Question 10: In October 2010, James Bond's famous 1964 silver Aston Martin DB5 (as seen
in Goldfinger and Thunderball) was auctioned for ...... ?
(a) £0.6m (b) £1.6m (c) £2.6m

Question 11: For how long do cheetahs typically sprint at their top speed ?
(a) about 10 seconds (b) about 20 seconds (c) about 40 seconds
Question 12: The national flag of Libya is unique because it is the only national flag in the
world consisting of just one solid rectangle of a single colour. What colour is it?
(a) Yellow (b) Red (c) Green
Question 13: In which year did Pluto (Mickey Mouse's pet dog) start to play a major
role in Disney cartoons ?
(a) 1934 (b) 1954 (c) 1974
Question 14: How many separate boroughs make up New York City?
(a) 5 (b) 10 (c) 15
Question 15: Which of these is the correct spelling ?
(a) accidently (b) accidentaly (c) accidentally
Question 16: In which year was Charles Darwin born? (He was the English naturalist who
proposed the theory of natural selection)
(a) 1709 (b) 1809 (c) 1909
Question 17: What is a common nickname for the game of cricket ?
(a) The English Game (b) The Gentleman's Game (c) The Slow Game
Question 18: What is name of the American award for achievements in journalism,
literature and musical composition?
(a) The Nobel Prize (b) The Booker Prize (c) The Pulitzer Prize
Question 19: A 100 Watt light bulb turned on for one hour uses the same amount of
energy as a 50 Watt light bulb turned on for two hours. TRUE OR FALSE?
Question 20: What might you do with the chemical compound trinitrotoluene ?
(a) Blow something up (b) Brush your teeth (c) Bake a cake

That’s the end of our eleventh trivia and general knowledge quiz.
It’s now time to check your answers .........

Answers to our eleventh children’s trivia quiz.
Answer 1: (c) 5 centimetres
Answer 2: (a) Belgium
Answer 3: (b) Abraham
Answer 4: (b) Germany
Answer 5: (c) Small intestine
Answer 6: (c) Atlantic Ocean
Answer 7: (a) Rudyard Kipling
Answer 8: (a) Northern Ireland
Answer 9: (b) The one before last
Answer 10: (c) £2.6m
Answer 11: (b) Typically

20 seconds (but sprints can sometimes last up to a minute).

Answer 12: (c) Green
Answer 13: (a) 1934 (in a cartoon called Playful Pluto)
Answer 14: (a) 5 (The Bronx, Brooklyn, Manhattan, Queens and Staten Island)
Answer 15: (c) accidentally
Answer 16: (b) 1809
Answer 17: (b) The Gentleman's Game
Answer 18: (c) Pulitzer Prize
Answer 19: True
Answer 20: (a) Blow something up. (Trinitrotoluene is usually abbreviated to TNT !)

